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ABSTRACT
This case study discusses the implementation of Healey, Flint, and Harrington's (2014)model of student engagement through partnership with staff. Healey et al. (2014)identify issues associated with “putting partnership into practice” including inclusivityand scale, power relations, reward and recognition, transition and sustainability, andidentity. Faculty, staff, and students participating in a Students as Partners (SaP)Program at McMaster University’s MacPherson Institute encountered these issuesduring a Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SOTL) project. This paper explores ourreflections and suggests refinements related to the above five issues. It concludes byidentifying possible new directions for SaP programs.
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The educational benefits of Students as Partners (SaP) working in reciprocalrelationships with faculty and staff can be traced back to the work of John Dewey (1939). Thebenefits of SaP can also be traced to social constructivism (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger,1998), which sees learning as a process that occurs through individual experience and reflectionand through collective learning and negotiation. While student-staff partnerships are not new,they have gained widespread recognition for promoting student engagement (Kuh, 2010),enhancing research skills (Jarvis, Dickerson, & Stockwell, 2014), and transforming student andstaff approaches to teaching and learning (Cook-Sather, Bovill, & Felten, 2014). SaP programs
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have been championed by leading scholars in Europe, North America, and Asia (Bovil & Bulley,2011; Felten et al., 2013; Healey, Flint, & Harrington, 2014). In fact, several regional, national,and international conferences have featured scholarship on SaP programs. For example, at the2017 RAISE (Researchng, Advancing, and Inspiring Student Engagement) conference inBirmingham, Cook-Sather outlined how theory informs conceptualizations of student-staffpartnerships. Despite the momentum of SaP programs, they are relatively nascent, makingreflection on student and staff experiences working in partnership vital to enriching SaPprograms.McMaster University in Canada is home to a pioneering and internationally recognizedSaP program. McMaster’s SaP program has grown from a handful of students in 2013 to over 80students engaged in partnerships across the university in 2017. This commitment to SaPappears both in the institutional mission (Deane, 2014) and in the 2015 strategic plan of theMcMaster Institute for Innovation and Excellence in Teaching and Learning (MIIETL), recentlyrenamed the Paul R. MacPherson Institute for Leadership, Innovation, and Excellence inTeaching.The implementation of the SaP program at McMaster was based on Healey, Flint, andHarrington’s (2014) model of student engagement through partnership (see Figure 1). Thismodel outlines four ways students and staff can engage in partnership learning communities:assessment projects, curriculum consultation, subject-based research, and SoTL. An updatedversion of this model is adopted by the Higher Education Academy (2015, in Healey et al.,2016); however, the theory-to-practice issues are addressed only in the 2014 model.

Figure 1: The Healey et al. student partnership model (Healey, Flint, & Harrington, 2014, p. 25) enhanced withissues related to putting partnership into practice
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THE PARTNERS AND THE RESEARCH PROJECTThe core research team is made up of the contributors to this case study. The teamconsists of individuals who bring diverse levels of education and disciplinary approaches to theresearch, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The core SaP teamTITLE DISCIPLINEUndergraduate student (now graduate student) Psychology, Neuroscience, & BehaviorUndergraduate student (now graduate student) Molecular Biology & GeneticsUndergraduate student (now graduate student) Engineering Physics4th-year PhD Candidate Religious StudiesProfessor, Vice-Provost, Teaching & Learning Business/EducationAssociate Director, Educational Development EducationDirector, Centre for Teaching & Learning Psychology/Cognitive ScienceProfessor Emeritus Neuroscience & BiostatisticsProfessor Emeritus Psychology/Pedagogy

The partners collaborated on a SoTL project titled Student Perceptions of Teaching(SPOT). This three-year research project was undertaken as part of the MacPherson Institute,and all six partners participated through different associations with the MacPherson Institute.The project compared teacher self-reported data with student and observer data on teachingpractice. The specific aims of the study were to investigate the psychometric properties of alearner-centered measure while examining the relationship between this variable and studentperformance.
METHODOLOGYThis “intrinsic” case study (Stake, 1995) addresses the theory-to-practice continuumthrough an ongoing SoTL research project. In describing and analyzing working together in thispartnership project, this case study has engaged in a collaborative writing process (Ede &Lunsdord, 1990) that included four phases: (a) initial discussion to identify the main goal andissues; (b) general discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of our collective experience; (c)preparation of a first draft by one member followed by individual contributions from all; and (d)integration of theory, comments, and reactions resulting in refinement of the paper. Coremembers (both past and present) were invited to be co-authors and contribute to each sectionof the paper. Retrospective analysis was used to capture evidence according to existingtheoretical frameworks.
PUTTING PARTNERSHIP INTO PRACTICEThe SPOT research experience provides valuable insight for further refining SaP models.Healey et al. (2014) identify five issues related to putting partnership into practice: inclusivityand scale, power relations, reward and recognition, transition and sustainability, and identity.These five issues structure the following discussion of student and staff experiences asreciprocal partners.
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Issues of inclusivity and scaleFinding a balance between inclusivity and scale is the first challenge for puttingpartnerships into practice. In particular, the ideal of equal opportunity that would enable everystudent to participate at the highest level of her/his ability (Hart, 1992) is limited by theconstraints of specific partnerships. Healey et al. (2014) emphasize that where selectingpartners is unavoidable, the selection criteria must be clear and must consciously counteractcreating an “elite” partnership of those already “best-served” by the system (Rudduck &Fielding, 2006), or of those with the “cultural capital” enabling expected contributions (Taylor,2009). At McMaster, opportunities in the SaP program are advertised each semesteruniversity-wide. When applying, students select their top three projects and provide astatement of interest for each project. Project leaders review candidates against criteriapertinent to each project and interview short-listed candidates. The selection process for theSPOT project valued students who indicated the project was their first choice, demonstrated ahigh level of interest in research on teaching and learning, and had prior experience instatistical analysis.The scale of the SPOT research project enabled the project to select two studentpartners per year. Having multiple student partners brought different student perspectives tothe project and provided a student-staff balance in the core research group.
Issues of power relationsSimply put, partnership means sharing power. Shared power means being co-creatorsand co-decision makers (Hart, 1992). Healey et al. (2014) emphasize that in practice, powerdistribution fluctuates over the course of the relationship. It is also important to be honestabout contexts where a significant distribution of power is not possible due to experience andexpertise gaps between partners (Bovill & Bulley, 2011). Healey et al. (2014) further cautionagainst structures that may reinforce existing inequalities and are counterproductive topartnerships. In particular, student partners are accustomed to traditional student-staffhierarchies in their university experience (Hutchings, Bartholomew, & Reilly, 2013). Further, theSaP model itself embeds a power imbalance that assumes staff bestow power upon students.However, the model does not address power differences between students or between staff(Taylor, 2009).The experience of student and staff partners in the SPOT project reflects key issuesrelated to shared power. Specific ways in which staff relinquished a level of control in the SPOTproject included involving students in facilitating meetings, producing independent literaturereviews, establishing contact with internationally known scholars, taking the lead in a student-staff conference presentation, organizing data collection, creating online student surveys, andproviding feedback that influenced study design and the re-evaluation of project direction.Students felt initial discomfort with the degree of autonomy and responsibility, especially dueto experience and knowledge gaps between themselves and staff partners. Staff felt confidentabout the students’ ability and their capacity to assume responsibility, while remainingsensitive to supporting student learning.
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On the one hand, the SPOT research team saw the embedded faculty and staff/studentpower imbalance as unavoidable, because the initiative for student partnership comes fromfaculty and staff, who must bestow power on students. On the other hand, additional pre-existing institutional power differences, such as different levels of education between studentsor different university roles between faculty and staff, turned out to be less consequential forgroup power distribution than merit. For students, confidence became a primary cause for thedistribution of power. Specific skill sets that individual students possessed, whetherorganizational, analytical, or compositional, also affected the distribution of power. Faculty andstaff power dynamics, although complicated by the supervisory role of one member, benefittedsignificantly from a prior history of collaboration. The issue of power relations only came to thefore when an internationally known scholar was invited for consultation. Different facultyassumed incompatible power roles due to ideological differences that were grounded indifferent areas of expertise. This threatened to undermine the collaborative spirit of the team.Appealing to foundational values of SaP programs, especially role modeling, helped resolvedifferences and enabled the group to move beyond their respective power roles in order towork more collaboratively as partners.In addition, an important example of power dynamics is how any group negotiatesauthorship and the issue of attributing credit. This became a source of tension given differentexpectations and disciplinary conventions. Some members of the group had strong views butagreed they were against tokenism and arbitrary conventions. Authorship was eventually basedon merit weighted by the respective contribution of ideas, the actual writing of the article, andthe visible pieces of collaborative work done. It is recommended that authorship criteria arediscussed up front and revisited periodically as lead roles shift in the evolution of thepartnership project (Fine & Kurdek, 1993).
Issues of reward and recognitionA third issue related to putting partnership into practice is the system of incentives forboth students and staff. This is a challenge because individuals engage in partnerships ondifferent terms. Adequate support is especially needed when students are engaged outside oftheir core disciplines and when the partnership meets no credited educational objective.Healey et al. (2014) suggest providing formal documentation of skills developed during thepartnership as a form of reward. In addition, payment for work completed can help alleviatethe financial strain of post-secondary education (Robotham & Julian, 2006). Healey et al. (2014)also note the importance of institutional incentives for staff to engage in partnerships, forexample, in the appraisal process or in formal awards. Embedding the system of incentives inthe institutional framework promotes a culture of partnership, while insufficient reward andrecognition will negatively influence inclusivity and power relations among partners.The SaP program at McMaster employs students as paid research partners, enablingstudents to include “student research partner” on their curricula vitae. Further, the programhas yielded several conference presentations, publications in top-tier journals with students asco-authors (i.e. The International Journal for Academic Development and The Canadian Journalfor Disability Studies), and the launch of the International Journal of Students as Partners,which is co-edited by students. While faculty and staff function as paid employees, they choose
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SaP projects based on personal interest. Engagement in scholarly projects in the SaP programalso counts towards merit increases for staff of the MacPherson Institute in annualperformance reviews.Student partners in the SPOT research project noted that both financial compensationand formal documentation of skills were instrumental for their initial interest. However,students mentioned two less tangible forms of reward and recognition: a chance to collaboratewith established researchers and an interest in teaching and learning research. All students hadexpressed interest in the SPOT research topic directly due to either past teaching experience orfuture aspirations of teaching. Two students noted that collaboration created valuableprofessional contacts that opened new avenues for career goals. Thus, while the topicremained outside their core learning area, it directly related to career goals. Interestingly, it isthese latter incentives that provided the primary motive for continued association with theSPOT research project. The strength of these less tangible incentives was demonstrated by thecontinued voluntary engagement of student partners when they were no longer officially paidstudent partners. The distinction between rewards and recognition related to initial interestand continuing motivation, and the different influences of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation forstudent partners are important areas for further refinement of SaP programs.
Issues of transition and sustainabilityAnother challenge for putting partnership into practice relates to the duration of apartnership. Students face the obstacle of having a time-bound relationship based on thesemester system, and thus are less likely than staff to be engaged in partnerships forlong periods of time. Healey et al. (2014) emphasize the time required for newcomers to fullyintegrate into a community and suggest developing strategies for providing new membersaccess to the participative memory of the community and for initiating relationships betweenoutgoing and incoming student partners (Summers, Pearson, Gough, & Siekierski, 2013).In order to smooth transitions and promote sustainability, the SaP program atMcMaster created opportunities for students to continue for second and third semesters.Introductory sessions, periodic workshops, and a year-end symposium also providecomprehensive opportunities for strengthening student-staff partnerships.Two of the three student partners whose affiliation with McMaster ended havecontinued to contribute to the SPOT project beyond their degree program. In this case, thepartnership has transcended institutional affiliation. Multiple student partners highlighted theimportance of a single staff contact person tasked with acclimatizing student partners. Inmeetings with this staff partner, students could practice operating with shared power beforeparticipating in full-team meetings. This role of coordinator was essential for ensuringappropriate tasks for each partner and overall inclusivity of each community member. Finally,the two students who joined in the third year of the project were tasked with an extensiveliterature review. The purpose of the literature review was to reevaluate the SPOT researchdirection, but it also streamlined students’ acquisition of the participative memory of thecommunity, thereby assisting in discussions and integration of the literature within the researchgroup.
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Issues of identityTwo aspects of identity relate to successful partnerships. First, students and staff enterpartnership with multiple prior identities, and different identities may dominate in differentcontexts. Healey et al. (2014) also caution against over-simplifying partners as nothing but theirroles as either students or staff. Second, student and staff identities change throughparticipating in learning communities (Mcmillan & Chavis, 1986). The blurred roles ofpartnership communities are especially fertile ground for transformed identities as studentsand staff become co-learners and co-researchers and may lead to the deconstruction of“student” and “staff” labels.One student partner noted that participating in the SPOT study helped the studentdevelop a stronger appreciation for teaching and learning. As an active teaching assistant,reading literature about best teaching practices enabled the student to further reflect ontutorial organization. Interestingly, the student partner formed partnership-like relations withtheir own students. Although the model makes no distinction between types of students, onestudent noted their unique identity within the “student” half of the staff/student dichotomy. Asa PhD candidate, their main experience of graduate-undergraduate relations was as a TA withthe institutionally embedded power roles marked by grading student work and leadingtutorials. Joining this study allowed this student to partner with undergraduate students.One student presented findings of the study at the Society for Teaching and Learning inHigher Education (STHLE) annual conference. This student described the experience asempowering and enhancing self-motivation for research. In addition, they noted that their workfelt more significant after having the opportunity to share it with a broader audience. Thisexperience was transformative for the student’s perception of the overall importance ofresearch.Lastly, one student who was new to the study found it difficult to understand topicsdiscussed by more experienced community members. Once “caught up” with the relevantliterature, this student found it easier to integrate new knowledge and ultimately felt morecomfortable during project-based roundtable discussions.Staff partners emphasized the time needed to build SaP relationships and felt that SaPprojects need to be envisioned beyond one semester. McDermott (1999) expresses thissentiment while discussing communities of practice: “To convey the depth of people’s insightsin a way that is valuable to others, learning needs to be an exchange in which people buildenough relationship to understand and make sense of each other’s ideas” (p. 8). Staff alsoexpressed surprise at the level of student competence in every aspect of the research projectand suggested that staff expectations of students may need to be raised. Indeed, thispartnership experience repeatedly highlighted student adeptness for grasping educationalliterature regardless of academic background and for performing consequential tasks withincreasing independence.
NEW DIRECTIONS FOR SaP PROGRAMSThe partnership experience of the SPOT research project demonstrates that Healey etal.'s (2014) theoretical model can be effectively put into practice. This section summarizes the
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above suggestions for improving the implementation of SaP programs, while also identifyingnew directions for further refinement.First, the SPOT project underlined how pre-existing power dynamics between students,between staff, and between students and staff influence partnerships. Speaking openly aboutevolving power dynamics helped to redistribute power and re-energize work flow. Whenconsidering types of incentives, the distinctions between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, andbetween initial interest and continued motivation, may be helpful. Some keys to successfulpartner transitions include a designated coordinator for onboarding new students and aliterature review as an early task for student partners joining ongoing projects.Beyond the issues raised by Healey et al. (2014) with respect to inclusivity, teammembers retrospectively felt the group adjusted well to a wide range of expertise. This speaksto a form of elasticity that comes from broadening the understanding of inclusivity to createspace for new members to build on the work of those completing their terms so that long-termprojects like ours (three years) can be sustained. Also, SaP programs at McMaster are mostlycentralized through the MacPherson Institute, which limits how much these can be scaled. Oneway forward is to establish satellite SaP programs in different Faculties where dynamics maybetter enable the inclusion of more student partners.The experience of the SPOT research team underscored the enhanced learning potentialof SaP initiatives, which address strategic institutional priorities reflected in their distribution ofresources. The crucial question of funding and sustaining SaP programs is best framed as eitherfinding new funds, or as reallocating resources towards initiatives which demonstrate desiredlearning outcomes. Approached in this way, any institution that values student partnership canimplement a SaP program.In the end, institutional factors, while necessary for a successful SaP program, are notsufficient to guarantee program outcomes. Rather, it is the personal investment of each partnerthat ultimately makes each SaP project meaningful. Accordingly, SaP programs will thrive aspartnership experience refines robust models like Healey et al.’s (2014) through rigorousreflection that highlights vulnerability within partnerships and also creates lasting bonds thatstrengthen learning for both student and staff partners.
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